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Priority list when a need of furniture appears

1. The goal is to utilize the furniture that is available in the city of Malmo first by doing inventory of what is in store and in office (eg Malvin or hiring contract supplier of non-new furniture for inventory and handling);

2. If furniture has been found, these can be renovated internally (if they are of good quality) at the Employment Unit, Labor Market and Social Administration, ASF;

3. If furniture has been found, these can be renovated externally by contract supplier;

4. If furniture has not been found, examine the furniture range externally with the contract suppliers (if not already engaged in step 1);

5. Purchase brand new (call for existing furniture agreements (STK-2017-274) via the Marketplace or quotation), and

6. If there are furniture in the city of Malmo but that are not considered to have a usable resale value, they may go to recycling. This is the last step of the furniture lifecycle and should be avoided as far as possible. Internal service / ASF manages transport to recycling center.
Dutch criterias in tender

1. Circular development
2. Incentives for using the framework agreement
3. Collaboration

- Shows the supplier's circular maturity and future level of ambition
- Parameter for contract follow-up
- Applicable in other categories
- A good start

An action plan per theme
Green requirements in tender

It is required that the supplier has a good knowledge of the furniture’s material composition with the aim that the City of Malmö can ensure that the products that are delivered do not consist of risk material such as, for example, chromium and PVC.

The City of Malmö may request material declaration for recycled furniture in connection with a purchase.

The supplier provides the City of Malmö with this documentation by managing the contact with the subcontractor / manufacturer regarding the specific product.

The City of Malmö may request documentation, according to section 2.2.1 Content of chemical substances, for all new material that the supplier itself buys and uses.

2.2.1 Content of chemical substances
For furniture and furnishings to be sold on to the City of Malmö, the following requirements are imposed on materials and chemical products that are purchased and appointed by the supplier for furniture renovation purposes.

1.4.5 Procedures for ensuring origin
For furniture and furnishings to be sold on to Malmö city, the following requirements are imposed on materials and materials chemical products that are purchased and added by the supplier for furniture renovation purposes ... The supplier must verify that the requirement is met, as far as possible with recycled furniture (..)
Related services in the framework agreement

a) Reconditioning
b) Furniture upholstery
c) Carpentry and painting
d) Re:design
e) Interior analysis with action
f) Temporary spare furniture
g) Inventory of existing furniture
h) Repurchase/Sell
i) Rent
j) Storage
External referral + market dialogue

- Draft
- External referral
- Market dialogue
Result

- 4 tenders
- 4 suppliers
- New framework briefing
- Education continues
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